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Abstract



Correctly accounting for the uncertainty in ground-motion prediction is a critical component of probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis (PSHA). This prediction is commonly achieved using empirical ground-motion prediction equations. The differences between the observed and predicted ground-motion parameters are generally assumed to follow a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation sigma. Recent work has focused on the development of partially nonergodic PSHA, where the repeatable effects of site response on ground-motion parameters are removed from their total standard deviation. The resulting value is known as singlestation standard deviation or single-station sigma. If event-to-event variability is also removed from the single-station standard deviation, the resulting value is referred to as the event-corrected single-station standard deviation (ϕss ). In this work, a large database of ground motions from multiple regions is used to obtain global estimates of these parameters. Results show that the event-corrected single-station standard deviation is remarkably stable across tectonic regions. Various models for this parameter are proposed accounting for potential magnitude and distance dependencies. The article also discusses requirements for using single-station standard deviation in a PSHA. These include the need for an independent estimate of the site term (e.g., the repeatable component of the ground-motion residual at a given station) and properly accounting for the epistemic uncertainty in both the site term and the site-specific single-station standard deviation. Values for the epistemic uncertainty on ϕss are proposed based on the station-to-station variability of this parameter.



Introduction Modern ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) are based on datasets of ground-motion parameters recorded at multiple stations during different earthquakes and in various source regions (e.g., Chiou et al., 2008). These equations, later used to predict site-specific ground motions, describe the distribution of ground motion in terms of a median and a logarithmic standard deviation. This standard deviation, generally referred to as sigma (σ) is commonly interpreted as the aleatory variability of the ground-motion prediction. Sigma has become a topic of particular importance in the evaluation of ground motions used for the design of critical facilities such as nuclear power plants, dams, and long-term hazardous waste repository sites (Strasser et al., 2009). Indeed, sigma exerts a strong influence on the results of probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis (PSHA) (Bommer and Abrahamson, 2006): because ground-motion parameters are generally log-normally distributed, the value of the predicted ground motion will vary as an exponential function of any positive or negative increment in the value of sigma. In other



words, even small variations in the value of sigma may have a significant impact on seismic-hazard analysis results with the effect being most pronounced at long return periods. A typical assumption in the use of GMPEs for seismichazard assessment is that the ground-motion variability observed in a global dataset is the same as the variability in ground motion at a single site-source combination. This assumption is referred to as the ergodic assumption (Anderson and Brune, 1999). Douglas (2003) and Strasser et al. (2009) have clearly shown that the values of sigma when using the ergodic assumption have a significant variability from one study to another. Moreover, published values of sigma have not decreased over the past 40 years, despite an increase in the number of available records and the inclusion of additional variables in predictive equations. Several studies (e.g., Anderson and Brune, 1999) have suggested that the ergodic values of sigma are a likely cause of some cases where hazard curves appear to be unrealistic. According to Anderson and Brune (1999), differences in ground motions due to path and site response should be
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Table 1 Components of Total Standard Deviation Residual Component



Total residual Event term Event-corrected residual Site term Site- and eventcorrected residual



Residual Notation



Δ δBe δWes δS2Ss δWSes



Definition of Standard Deviation Component*



Standard Deviation Component



Total standard deviation Between-event standard deviation Within-event standard deviation Site-to-site variability Event-corrected single-station standard deviation (single-station phi)



σ tot  stdevΔ τ ≈ stdevδBe  ϕ ≈ stdevδWes  ϕS2S  stdevδS2Ss  ϕss  stdevδWSes 



*stdev represents the standard deviation operation.



treated as epistemic uncertainties because they will be repeated in subsequent earthquakes. If the entire uncertainty is treated as aleatory when, in fact, a significant fraction of it is epistemic, the result, in the vast majority of circumstances, can be an overestimation of the aleatory variability and the related computed hazard. In recent years, the availability of well-recorded ground motions at single sites from multiple earthquakes in the same regions has allowed researchers to estimate the ground-motion variability without relying on the ergodic assumption for the site response. This is known as the single-station standard deviation or single-station sigma. It has been observed in several studies (e.g., Chen and Tsai, 2002; Atkinson, 2006; Morikawa et al., 2008; Anderson and Uchiyama, 2011; Lin et al., 2011; Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2011; Edwards and Fäh, 2013) that removing the ergodic assumption leads to a smaller variability of the ground motion (i.e., average single-station standard deviations are lower than their ergodic counterparts). However, recent work of Rodriguez-Marek et al. (2011) and Edwards and Fäh (2013) has shown that the standard deviation measured at a single station varies from station to station and, for a few stations, the value of individual single-station standard deviations are higher than their ergodic counterpart derived for all stations. The comparison performed by Rodriguez-Marek et al. (2011) using a limited set of ground-motion models have also suggested that average values of single-station standard deviation across different tectonic regions and datasets appear to have little variability, in particular when considering the within-event (intraevent) component. However, the number of stations included in the analysis of single-station standard deviation in previous studies has been too small to clearly analyze the regional variations of single-station standard deviation and/ or understand the magnitude, distance, or site dependencies of nonergodic ground-motion variability. The objective of the present study is to calculate and compare single-station standard deviation estimates obtained from different tectonic environments on a large set of stations. The ambiguity of definitions and misuse of terminology are endemic to the field of seismic-hazard study (e.g., Abrahamson, 2000), and it is vitally important to address this if the state-of-practice is to be brought into line with the state-ofthe-art. Hence, we have first defined the notation (which follows that defined by Al Atik et al., 2010) and the methodology



used to homogeneously compute single-station standard deviation for different high-quality datasets. Single-station standard deviation values of more than 600 stations have then been computed using datasets from different tectonic regions (California, Japan, Switzerland, Taiwan, and Turkey). Regional, magnitude, distance, and site dependencies of the computed event-corrected single-station standard deviations have been analyzed to capture the physical basis of the ground-motion variability. We finally merge results from the different tectonic regions together in order to propose and test several generic sigma models suggested by the data (constant, distance dependent, magnitude dependent, and distance and magnitude dependent).



Methodology and Data Used We follow the notation of Al Atik et al. (2010). Total residuals (Δes ) are defined as the difference between recorded ground motions and the values predicted by a GMPE (in natural log units). Total residuals are separated into a between-event term (δBe ) and a within-event term (δWes ): Δes  δBe  δWes ;



1



in which the subscripts denote an observation for event e at station s. The between-event and the within-event residuals are assumed to have standard deviations τ and ϕ, respectively, and are assumed to be uncorrelated. The within-event residuals can in turn be separated into δWes  δS2Ss  δWSes ;
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in which δS2Ss represents the systematic deviation of the observed ground motion at site s (i.e., the site term) from the median event-corrected ground motion predicted by the GMPE (which includes in the prediction one or more siteclassification parameters), and δWSes is the site- and eventcorrected residual. The standard deviation of the δS2Ss and δWSes terms are denoted by ϕS2S and ϕss , respectively. The latter term (ϕss ) is referred to as the event-corrected singlestation standard deviation or, for simplicity, single-station phi. This term is the focus of the remainder of this paper, because it represents the site-specific component of singlestation standard deviation. Table 1 lists the components of the total residual, their respective standard deviations, and the terminology used for each standard deviation component.
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A Model for Single-Station Standard Deviation Using Data from Various Tectonic Regions Data from five different tectonic regions were used for constraining single-station standard deviation. Data were provided in the form of ground-motion residuals and station and event metadata by different GMPE developers (Abrahamson for California and Taiwan, Rodriguez-Marek for Japan, Al Atik and Edwards for Switzerland, and Akkar for Turkey). These models were selected because they have been published recently and/or have been used in recent seismichazard projects. The models are discussed in detail in subsections below. Station metadata for all regions except Switzerland includes the time-travel average shear-wave velocity over the upper 30 meters (V S30 ). The model developers provided residuals as part of the Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis for Swiss Nuclear Power Plant Sites (PEGASOS) Refinement Project (Renault et al., 2010). Each developer provided both total residuals of pseudospectral acceleration (5% damping), as well as the partition of these residuals into between-event and withinevent components (equation 1). These residuals are derived from GMPEs which predict the geometric mean (of the as-recorded components) of the pseudospectral acceleration. Depending on the original dataset quality and the developer choices, the residuals have been computed for different periods. Two periods (0.3 and 1 s) in addition to peak ground acceleration (PGA), are common to the three largest residuals datasets (California, Taiwan, and Japan). Only records from earthquakes recorded by at least five stations and from stations with at least five records were used in the analysis of single-station standard deviation in order to ensure stability of the event and site terms. All of the datasets include recordings from both mainshocks and aftershocks. The residuals for California, Taiwan, and Japan are based on GMPEs using the moment magnitude scale (M w ) and closest distance to the rupture (Rrup ), which allows for a direct comparison of magnitude and distance dependencies. The Swiss and Turkish residual datasets are based on Mw and hypocentral distance (Rhyp ) and on M w and closest distance to the surface projection of the fault (Joyner–Boore distance, RJB ), respectively. Table 2 lists the number of records in each of the regions, both for the entire set of residuals provided by the developers, as well as for the subset corresponding to the magnitude and distance range considered for the development of the
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Figure 1.



Magnitude–distance distribution of the different datasets. The solid gray lines identify the range of magnitude and distance used for the analyses.



single-station sigma model (M w ≥ 4:5 and Rrup ≤ 200 km). The magnitude–distance distribution of the data is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 also identifies the set of data used in the single-station sigma model. Note that the data distribution is not even. Turkey and Switzerland have a low number of records, and they contribute little weight to the model. Taiwan has more than double the number of sites than all other regions, however, the largest magnitude in the Taiwanese dataset is 6.3; hence this region does not contribute to constrain the magnitude-dependent models at large magnitudes. The data



Table 2 Total Number of Records Used to Constrain the Site Terms (All M, R), and Number of Records Used in the Analysis of Single-Station Sigma (Sel. M, R) California



Switzerland



Taiwan



Turkey



Japan



All Regions



Period (s)



All M, R



Sel. M, R



All M, R



Sel. M, R



All M, R



Sel. M, R



All M, R



Sel. M, R



All M, R



Sel. M, R



All M, R



Sel. M, R



PGA 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 3



15295 0 0 15295 0 15287 0



1635 0 0 1635 0 1627 0



832 3148 3514 0 3145 2108 0



19 28 28 0 28 28 0



4756 4756 0 4756 4756 4753 4320



4062 4062 0 4062 4062 4059 3733



145 145 145 145 145 145 100



145 145 145 145 145 145 100



3234 3234 3234 3234 3234 3234 0



1834 1834 1834 1834 1834 1834 0



24262 11283 6893 23430 11280 25527 4420



7695 6069 2007 7676 6069 7693 3833
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used for each region and the GMPE used to obtain the residuals are summarized in the following sections. Uniformity among different datasets is always a problem in studies that compile data from various regions. Whenever possible, we attempted to maintain uniformity across all the regions. Deviations from the criteria outlined above are indicated in the following sections.



of the Taiwanese dataset were computed with the randomeffects algorithm of Abrahamson and Youngs (1992) using the Chiou and Youngs (2008) functional form. The resulting GMPE is only a slight revision of the Chiou and Youngs (2008) GMPE. Only stations with at least 10 recordings were used to calculate the site terms. Turkey



California The Californian dataset used in this study consists of ground-motion data from the Abrahamson and Silva (2008) Next Generation Attenuation (NGA) dataset and the small-tomoderate magnitude Californian data used for the small magnitude extension of the Chiou and Youngs (2008) NGA model (Chiou et al., 2010). The residuals were only available for PGA and for spectral accelerations at periods of 0.3 and 1 s. The Abrahamson and Silva (2008) data are part of the NGA-West dataset. Between-event residuals and within-event residuals of these two California datasets were obtained by separately fitting the large magnitude (M w > 5:5) and small-to-moderate magnitude (M w ≤ 5:5) datasets with the Abrahamson and Silva (2008) GMPE and with the Chiou et al. (2010) GMPE, respectively. The partition of residuals (equation 1) was accomplished using the Abrahamson and Youngs (1992) algorithm. Switzerland The Swiss dataset used in this study consists of filtered and site-corrected acceleration time series of Swiss Foreland events used in developing the stochastic ground-motion model for Switzerland (Edwards and Fäh, 2013). The acceleration time series were filtered using a variable corner frequency acausal Butterworth filter and site corrected to correspond to the Swiss reference rock condition of Poggi et al. (2011). A detailed description of the Swiss dataset is given in Edwards and Fäh (2013). The form of the GMPE used to fit the Swiss data is discussed in Douglas (2010). The model uses hypocentral distance and moment magnitude. The model was developed using the random effects algorithm developed by Abrahamson and Youngs (1992) to calculate the parameters of the GMPE fit to the Swiss dataset and to obtain the betweenevent and within-event residuals. Taiwan The Taiwanese dataset used in this study consists of ground-motion data from shallow earthquakes that occurred in and near Taiwan between 1992 and 2003. Records were restricted to those recorded within 200 km from the causative faults. The 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake was excluded from the dataset, but selected aftershocks for this event are included. A more comprehensive description of the dataset is given in Lin et al. (2011). Within-event and between-event residuals



The Turkish data used in this study is compiled within the framework of the project entitled “Compilation of Turkish Strong-Motion Network According to the International Standards” (Akkar et al., 2010). The procedures followed to assemble the database are described in Akkar et al. (2010) and Sandıkkaya et al. (2010). The dataset is comprised of recordings from events with depths less than 30 km. The distance measure is the RJB metric for all recordings. For smaller events (i.e., M w ≤ 5:5) epicentral distance is assumed to approximate RJB . A one-stage maximum likelihood regression method considering only intra- and interevent components (Joyner and Boore, 1993) is employed for the development of the GMPEs. The functional form is the same one that is presented in Akkar and Çağnan (2010). Japan The Japanese data used in this study were downloaded from the KiK-net website. Only records between 1997 and October 2004 with M JMA ≥ 4:0 (Japanese Meteorological Agency Magnitude) were used. In addition, only records with hypocentral depth less than 25 km were used in order to reject most subduction related events. The M JMA was converted to seismic moment magnitude using the Fukushima (1996) relationship by Pousse et al. (2005). More information about the database and the data processing can be found in Pousse et al. (2005, 2006) and Cotton et al. (2008). Only spectral periods up to 1.0 s are used in this work. Closest distance to the rupture was assumed to correspond to hypocentral distance for small to moderate earthquakes (Mw ≤ 5:5) or when the source dimensions remain unknown. For larger earthquakes, the closest distance to the fault rupture was computed. Within-event residuals were obtained by developing a GMPE for the entire dataset described in the paragraph above. The development of the GMPE is described in RodriguezMarek et al. (2011). A peculiarity in the development of the GMPE for the KiK-net data is that both records from the surface and borehole stations were used (with appropriate site terms). This implies that the event terms and magnitude scaling was constrained both by surface and borehole data (Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2011). Parameters of the GMPE equation were obtained using the random effects regression algorithm of Abrahamson and Youngs (1992). The GMPE presented in Rodriguez-Marek et al. (2011) is biased at distances less than about 20 km (RodriguezMarek and Cotton, 2011). This bias was not noticed during the development of the GMPE because the Rodriguez-Marek
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Table 3 Mean of Within-Event Residuals (Natural Log Units) California



T (s)



δWes



δWSes Sel. M, R Range



PGA 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 3



−0.011 — — −0.005 — −0.007 —



−0.031 — — −0.033 — −0.041 —



Switzerland



δWes



δWSes Sel. M, R Range



0.009 −0.001 0.000 — −0.001 −0.001 —



0.111 0.224 0.231 — 0.130 0.127 —



Taiwan



δWes



δWSes Sel. M, R Range



0.000 0.000 — 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000



−0.004 −0.006 — −0.004 0.000 0.002 0.000



et al. (2011) paper was only focused on overall standard deviations, and there was only limited data at short distances. The GMPE was corrected using a half-sine function. The parameters of the correction are given in Rodriguez-Marek and Cotton (2011).



Results: Event-Corrected Single-Station Standard Deviation (ϕss ) General Trends Total residuals of pseudospectral acceleration at 5% damping, as well as the partition of these residuals into between-event and within-event components (equation 1) were provided by the GMPE developers for the different regions. The partition of the within-event residuals into the systematic deviation of the site term and the site- and eventcorrected residuals according to equation (2) was then performed using the random effects regression algorithm of Abrahamson and Young (1992). The computation of event and site terms in separate regression steps is conceptually inconsistent; however, this will not result in large errors because the correlation between event and site terms is expected to be low (as Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2011, show for the Japanese dataset used in this study). Records for all regions were taken together because no particular regional dependences in single-station residuals were observed. A lower limit of five records per station was imposed to limit the potential bias in the estimates of the site terms (δS2Ss ). A larger threshold was studied, but the results are not significantly different if the random effects methodology is used in the analyses. For the computation of ϕss , only records for earthquakes with magnitude M w ≥ 4:5 and recorded at a distance Rrup ≤ 200 km were considered. A higher magnitude threshold (e.g., Mw ≥ 5:0) would have eliminated a significant portion of the data. This magnitude and distance threshold was only imposed on the computation of ϕss ; the site terms (δS2Ss ) were obtained using the entire dataset. The use, for some of the regions, of a subset of the data for the computation of ϕss implies a potential bias. Table 3 shows the mean within-event residuals for each region separately and for all regions together. The mean within-event residual



Turkey



δWes



δWSes Sel. M, R Range



−0.030 −0.024 −0.052 −0.053 −0.038 −0.036 0.019



−0.037 −0.030 −0.059 −0.063 −0.043 −0.039 0.009



Japan



All Regions



δWes



δWSes Sel. M, R Range



δWes



δWSes Sel. M, R Range



−0.022 −0.012 −0.023 −0.028 −0.038 −0.036 —



−0.026 −0.001 −0.023 −0.028 −0.048 −0.053 —



−0.010 −0.004 −0.012 −0.008 −0.012 −0.009 0.000



−0.012 −0.001 −0.015 −0.015 −0.013 −0.020 0.006



(δWes ) is computed using all data provided by the developers. The mean site- and event-corrected residuals (δWSes ) are computed considering only the magnitude–distance region of interest. Not all of the within-event residuals are zero because the data provided by the developers was, in some cases, a subset of larger datasets used to derive the GMPE. The mean biases for the site- and event-corrected residuals are larger both because only stations with five or more records were used, and, more importantly, because the magnitude- and distance-range were restricted. The only case for which a clear bias exists is for the Switzerland data because only a few records are within the magnitude range used in the development of the single-station sigma model. The random effect terms in our regression correspond to the site terms (δS2Ss ). Using these terms, the site- and eventcorrected residuals can be computed from equation (2) using δWSes  δWes − δS2Ss . The event-corrected single-station standard deviation (ϕss ) is then obtained as the standard deviation of the δWSes residuals. The total single-station standard deviation is obtained by combining ϕss with the between-event standard deviation τ: q 3 σ ss  ϕ2ss  τ2 : Choices for the between-event standard deviation (τ) are discussed in the Applications in Hazard Analyses section. Figure 2 shows the ϕss values computed independently for each of the five regions and for all regions together. For comparison, the ergodic within-event standard deviation (ϕ) is also shown. Observe that the variability in the ergodic ϕ between regions is significantly larger than the variability of ϕss between regions. This is one of the most striking results of this study: the value of ϕss appears to be largely region independent. To reinforce this point, Figure 3 shows a comparison of the ϕss values obtained in this study with those of other studies. Figure 3 includes results from Atkinson (2006) for California; Atkinson (2013) for eastern North America; Lin et al. (2011) for Taiwan; Anderson and Uchiyama (2011) for the Guerrero array in Mexico; and BC Hydro (2012) for a global dataset of subduction region earthquakes. The data of BC Hydro (2012) is dominated by records from Taiwan. The uniformity of ϕss values is striking; while some of these
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Figure 2.



(Top) Event-corrected single-station standard deviation (ϕss ) and (bottom) ergodic within-event standard deviations (ϕ). Standard deviations are computed for records with Mw ≥ 4:5 and RRup ≤ 200. The solid circles show the values for the entire dataset and are offset in the x axis only for clarity. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.



studies used similar datasets (or a subset of the dataset used in our study), the studies of Anderson and Uchiyama (2011), BC Hydro (2012), and Atkinson (2013) are based on data from different tectonic environments (e.g., subduction zone earthquakes for the first two and a stable continental region for the latter). Observe that an average value of ϕss  0:45 is a good fit to the data across all periods. Note that σ ss values have a larger variability across studies, in particular for the dataset of BC Hydro (2012). This is expected because of the contribution of the between-event variability to σ ss and the fact that the between-event variability is larger for datasets that include earthquakes of various tectonic regions. The dependency of ϕss on V S30 is illustrated in Figure 4 for selected periods. On the left column, plots of the standard deviation of the average site- and event-corrected residuals for selected V S30 bins are shown. The plots are shown for the regions where V S30 was available (Turkey also had estimates of V S30 , but it has significantly less data than the regions shown in the figure). The right column contains plots of the standard deviation of the event- and site-corrected residuals for each individual station (denoted as ϕss;s ) versus the V S30 for each station. The difference between the two sets of plots is that the ϕss estimates (left column plots) give equal weight to each data point, while the ϕss;s estimates (right column plots) give equal weight to each station. In general, there appears to be no trend of ϕss with V S30 . A possible exception is a reduction of the ϕss values for very stiff sites for the California dataset (for all periods) and the Taiwanese dataset at short periods. This reduction is only seen when equal weight is given to each data point and is not evident for the plots on the right side (ϕss;s ), where equal weight is given to each station (with the probable exception of the California data at 1 s).



Figure 3. (Top) Comparison of event-corrected single-station standard deviation (ϕss ) and (bottom) single-station standard deviation (σ ss ) with other published studies: Lin et al. (2011) using data from Taiwan; Atk. WUS, Atkinson (2006) using data from California; BCH, BC Hydro (2012) using global data from subduction regions, but dominated by Taiwanese data; A&U, Anderson and Uchimaya (2011) using data from the Guerrero Array in Mexico; and Atk. EUS, Atkinson (2013) using data from the Charlevoix region in Canada. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.



Single-station within-event standard deviation was observed to be dependent on distance and magnitude. Figure 5 shows the ϕss computed for different distance bins. Observe the larger values of ϕss at shorter distances. This is observed for the three dominant datasets (California, Japan, and Taiwan). The distance dependence is controlled by records for intermediate magnitudes (e.g., 4.5–5.5). For this magnitude range, the distance measure is largely influenced by estimation of hypocentral depth, which can be difficult to constrain, in particular for small to moderate magnitude earthquakes (Ambraseys, 1995; Husen and Hardebeck, 2010). Hence, we conclude that the observed distance dependence is possibly due to limitations of the metadata. Figure 6 shows the dependency of ϕss on magnitude. Observe that ϕss are larger for smaller magnitude earthquakes. This trend mimics the trend observed for the ergodic ϕ in various GMPEs (e.g., Abrahamson and Silva, 2008; Chiou and Youngs, 2008, among others). The larger ϕss values for the smaller magnitudes can also be a reflection of a poorer constraint of metadata for these earthquakes or can be due to the lack of data at larger magnitudes. Nevertheless, the magnitude dependency cannot be refuted by existing data. Models for Magnitude and Distance Dependence for ϕss The magnitude and distance dependency discussed in the previous section can be presented in terms of models for use in PSHA calculations. While both distance and magnitude dependency are observed (see Figs. 5 and 6), we
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Figure 4.



Dependency of single-station phi (ϕss ) on shear-wave velocity for (a) PGA, (b) T  0:3 s, (c) T  1:0 s. The plots on the left shows the estimates of ϕss (with bars showing a one-standard-error band) obtained by obtaining the standard deviation of residuals within selected V S30 bins (the bins are 100 m=s wide, the first bin covers V S30 < 300 m=s, and the last bin covers all records for V S30 > 900 m=s). The plots on the right show the single-station phi estimated at each station (ϕss;s ). The solid lines are the mean value of all data points within each plot. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.



consider that magnitude dependency is a stronger feature of the dataset because of the large scatter of the data at short distances. Nonetheless, distance dependence is also present in our dataset hence a magnitude-dependent, a distancedependent, and a magnitude- and distance-dependent model



are derived. In addition, a model where ϕss is assumed to be independent of magnitude and distance is also developed. The parameters for the ϕss models were obtained using maximum likelihood regression where the site-corrected withinevent residuals were modeled as
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Figure 5. Estimates of single-station phi (with bars showing a one-standard-error band) for chosen distance bins (0–16, 16–32, 32–60, 60–100, and 100–200 km). The three regions with the largest amount of data are shown (California, Taiwan, and Japan). Each column shows the data for different magnitude ranges, and each row corresponds to a different period. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition. δWSes  μRrup ; M  ϵ;
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in which ϵ is assumed to be a normally distributed random variable with zero mean and standard deviation given by ϕss Rrup ; M. Although the mean residuals are likely equal to zero, a mean term μRrup ; M is also used in the regression so that biases in the residual do not affect the estimated values of ϕss . The model for the mean term follows the same functional form as the model for ϕss. The functional form and the regression approach for each of the three models is described in the following paragraphs. Magnitude-Dependent Model. ϕss model is given by



The magnitude-dependent



ϕss M w  8 ϕ for M w < M c1 > > < 1M   Mw −M c1  ϕ1M  ϕ2M − ϕ1M  Mc2 −Mc1 for M c1 ≤ M w ≤ M c2 ; > > : ϕ2M for M w > M c2



5 in which ϕ1M and ϕ2M are model parameters that correspond to a constant ϕss at low (M w < Mc1 ) and high (M w > Mc2 )



Figure 6. Estimates of single-station phi (with bars showing a one-standard-error band) for chosen magnitude bins (magnitude bins are 0.5 units wide). The three regions with the largest amount of data are shown (California, Taiwan, and Japan). The column on the left shows only data for distances less than 36 km; the column on the right corresponds to distances larger than 36 km. Each row corresponds to a different period. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.



magnitudes, respectively. The magnitudes that mark the transition between the constant and the linear regions (Mc1 and Mc2 ) could not be properly constrained using the maximum likelihood regression; hence a grid-search approach was used to determine the corner magnitudes that maximize the likelihood function. However, a sensitivity study showed little sensitivity of the model parameters to the location of these corner magnitudes, hence M c1 and M c2 were fixed at 5 and 7, respectively. These are the values used in the heteroskedastic models of Abrahamson and Silva (2008) and Chiou and Youngs (2008). For an oscillator period of 3 s, the magnitude dependence was not well constrained. For this oscillator period, the data comes only from Taiwan, where there is a lack of large magnitude earthquakes, and from Turkey, where the data is scarce. Hence, the ϕss for the constant model was used at both low and high magnitudes. The resulting parameter values are shown in Table 4. Figure 7a shows the resulting ϕss models. Figure 7a also shows the models with the optimized choice of corner magnitudes. Observe that the proposed models do not differ significantly from these models. Distance-Dependent model is given by
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in which M c1 and Mc2 are model parameters, C2 is a constant, and C1 Rrup  is given by



Table 4 Parameters for the Magnitude-Dependent ϕss Model (Equation 5)



C1 Rrup  8 φ11 for Rrup < Rc11 > > <   Rrup −Rc11  φ11  φ21 − φ11  R −R for Rc11 ≤ Rrup ≤ Rc21 ; c21 c11 > > : φ21 for Rrup > Rc21



Magnitude-Dependent Model Period (s)



Constant ϕss



ϕ1M



ϕ2M



M c1



M c2



PGA 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 3



0.46 0.45 0.48 0.48 0.46 0.45 0.41



0.49 0.45 0.51 0.51 0.49 0.46 0.41*



0.35 0.43 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.40 0.41*



5 5 5 5 5 5 5



7 7 7 7 7 7 7
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7b



For comparison, the constant ϕss value is also given. *For T  3, the magnitude dependence was not well constrained and was removed.



ϕss Rrup  8 ϕ1R for Rrup < Rc1 > > <   Rrup −Rc1  ϕ1R  ϕ2R − ϕ1R  R −R for Rc1 ≤ Rrup ≤ Rc2 ; c2 c1 > > : ϕ2R for Rrup > Rc2



6 in which ϕ1R , ϕ2R , Rc1 , and Rc2 are model parameters. Parameters ϕ1R and ϕ2R were obtained using a maximum likelihood regression, and the corner distances were obtained from a grid-search algorithm. An a priori constraint was placed on the values of Rc1 and Rc2 ; these values should not be close to each other because the resulting model would imply a sharp change in standard deviation over a short distance, which seems unrealistic. The variation of Rc1 and Rc2 with frequency was small; hence a reasonable value that is constant across periods was used (see Table 5). Once the values of Rc1 and Rc2 were set, a maximum likelihood regression was run to obtain the values of the remaining parameters (ϕ1R and ϕ2R ). More details on the regression analysis are given in Rodriguez-Marek and Cotton (2011). The parameters of the distance-dependent model are listed in Table 5. Figure 7b shows the chosen model and the model obtained by maximizing the likelihood function. Observe that the proposed models do not differ significantly from the optimized models except at T  3:0 s, where the data is more sparse. Magnitude- and Distance-Dependent Model. The magnitude- and distance-dependent model is given by φSS Mw ;Rrup  8 C1 Rrup  forM w  > <   M w −M c1  C1 Rrup C2 −C1 Rrup  M −M forM c1 ≤Mw ≤M c2 ; c2 c1 > > : C2 forM w >Mc2



7a



in which ϕ11 , ϕ21 , Rc11 , and Rc21 are model parameters. The latter two parameters are given in units of km. The corner distances and magnitudes were chosen to be the same ones as for the magnitude-dependent and the distance-dependent models. A maximum likelihood regression was run to obtain the values of the remaining parameters. The resulting values are listed in Table 6. The magnitude dependence at T  3:0 s was not well constrained, hence the large magnitude values for this oscillator period were chosen from the constant ϕss model. Figure 8 plots the four proposed models for all combinations of short and long distance and of low and high magnitude. Note that the “Constant ϕss ” model is controlled by records at large distances and small magnitudes. The model parameters were not smoothed across frequency, yet the period dependency of the models compares well with the shape of the standard deviation model of Abrahamson and Silva (2008) (Fig. 8), with the exception of the values of ϕss at T  0:1 s for some of the models. The similarity of the spectral shapes of ϕss with those for ϕ from the Abrahamson and Silva (2008) model suggest that ϕss can also be estimated by scaling down the ergodic phi from this model. A leastsquares fit was used to find the optimum scaling parameter with respect to the magnitude-dependent model; this value was determined to be 0.79. Figure 8 also includes the ϕ model from Abrahamson and Silva (2008) scaled by 0.79. This choice provides a natural choice for smoothing and interpolating the model across frequencies. Alternatively, a frequency-independent ϕss model (e.g., average across all frequencies) can be used.



Application in Hazard Analyses The estimates of the event-corrected single-station standard deviation (ϕss ) obtained in the previous sections can be used to compute the single-station standard deviation for use in a partially nonergodic PSHA. The single-station standard deviation is obtained by combining ϕss with the betweenevent standard deviation (τ) to obtain the single-station standard deviation (equation 3). The database compiled for this work consists only of records for stations that recorded at least five events per station. For estimating τ, this requirement is not necessary, hence the data used in this work is not ideal for the estimate of τ. We propose that τ be estimated using GMPEs applicable to the regions under analysis.
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Figure 7. Proposed (a) magnitude-dependent and (b) distance-dependent models. The Optimal Model shown corresponds to the results of the analysis allowing for variations in the distance- and magnitude-breaks of the models. The data shown correspond to standard deviation of site- and event-corrected residuals within selected distance or magnitude bins. For reference, the constant ϕss model is also shown. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition. BSSA Early Edition
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Table 5 Parameters for the Distance-Dependent ϕss Model (Equation 6) Distance-Dependent Model Period (s)



Constant ϕss



ϕ1R



ϕ2R



Rc1



Rc2



PGA 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 3



0.46 0.45 0.48 0.48 0.46 0.45 0.41



0.55 0.54 0.60 0.61 0.57 0.53 0.53



0.45 0.44 0.47 0.47 0.45 0.44 0.40



16 16 16 16 16 16 16



36 36 36 36 36 36 36



For comparison, the constant ϕss value is also given.



Table 6 Parameter for the Distance- and Magnitude-Dependent ϕss Model (Equation 7a,b) Period (s)



ϕ11



ϕ21



C2



M c1



M c2



Rc11



Rc21



PGA 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 3



0.58 0.54 0.61 0.64 0.60 0.54 0.53



0.47 0.44 0.50 0.50 0.48 0.45 0.40*



0.35 0.43 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.40 0.40*



5 5 5 5 5 5 5



7 7 7 7 7 7 7



16 16 16 16 16 16 16



36 36 36 36 36 36 36



Figure 8. Values of ϕss resulting from the different proposed models for all combinations of short and long distances, and low and high magnitudes. The ϕ model from Abrahamson and Silva (2008) scaled by a factor of 0.79 is also shown. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.



*These values were replaced with the constant phi value.



If a single-station standard deviation is used in PSHA, then two requirements must be met. 1. Independent estimates of the site term (δS2Ss ), and its epistemic uncertainty, must be made. These estimates are ideally obtained using an instrument located at the site of interest, where δS2Ss can be estimated as the average event-corrected residual of groundmotion recordings at the site, and its epistemic uncertainty can be estimated using the standard deviation of the sample mean, given by ϕ  ; σ S2S;epistemic  pS2S N



8



in which N is the number of recordings at the site and ϕS2S is the standard deviation of site terms (δS2Ss ) across the database (see Table 1). These estimates assume that the site term is constant over time. This assumption is largely acceptable but may not hold for some soft soil sites. In particular, seismic episodes may change the dynamic characteristics of sites with loose sand layers. Alternatively, the site term can be estimated using analytical methods. In this case, it is important to note that the site term consists both of the crustal-scale site response and the shallow site response. This is evidenced by the strong correlation in borehole and surface site terms noted by Rodriguez-Marek et al. (2011) in KiK-net recordings. The estimate of the crustal-scale site response can be made via V S -kappa correction methodologies (e.g., Campbell,



2003; Bommer et al., 2010; Van Houtte et al., 2011). Shallow site response can be estimated using geotechnical methods (e.g., Schnabel et al., 1972; Rathje and Kotke, 2008; Bard et al., 2010). It is important that an appropriate degree of epistemic uncertainty is accounted for in the estimate of the site term. Some of the site-response methodologies recommended by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (McGuire et al., 2001) already incorporate this epistemic uncertainty. The use of singlestation standard deviation avoids a double counting of uncertainty (e.g., in the site-response analyses and in the input standard deviation). 2. Inclusion of the epistemic uncertainty in ϕss . In the same way that the site term is unique (and deterministic) at a given site, the single-station phi at a given site is also unique. We refer to the single-station phi at a given site as ϕss;s . The mean value of ϕss;s across all stations is nearly equal to ϕss , the only difference being that the first is the expected value where each station is given equal weight, and the latter is the expected value where each data point is given equal weight. Whereas ϕss has little epistemic uncertainty (because it is estimated from a large number of data), the choice of ϕss;s for a given station has an epistemic uncertainty; ϕss;s can vary from site to site due to variations in surface or subsurface topography or to regional effects that can lead to varying degrees of azimuthal dependency. The epistemic uncertainty on ϕss;s can be estimated from stations that recorded a large number of events. The standard deviation of ϕss;s across many stations can be used as an estimate of the epistemic uncertainty on ϕss;s . Note that this implies assuming ergodicity in the variance
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(although not on the mean). Table 7 shows the mean values of ϕss;s and the standard deviation of ϕss;s across all the stations that recorded more than N records per station. Note that in general the mean value of ϕss;s does not change as N changes, but the standard deviation of ϕss;s decreases with N, however slightly. This could be in part due to the fact that sites with a larger number of records are sampling multiple aftershocks, hence are also sampling single-path and single-source standard deviation. The decrease in variability can also be explained due to the limited sample size. Figure 9 shows the results of a numerical exercise in which a ground-motion database of known characteristics is simulated but the station-to-station variability in ϕss;s is set to zero (e.g., the standard deviation of ϕss;s is set to zero). Note that the computed values of the standard deviation of ϕss;s are nonzero due to sampling error alone, hence these values decrease with increasing number of records per site. Superimposed in the numerical simulation is the data used in this study. Observe that these data plot above the line, indicating that at least part of the standard deviation of ϕss;s in the data used in this study is due to factors other than statistical uncertainty. Table 8 shows the extreme values of ϕss;s as the minimum number of records per station changes. Observe that the range (i.e., maximum value minus minimum value) of ϕss;s and its maximum value invariably reduces as the minimum number of records per site increases. This is likely due to the fact that, as the number of records increases, the estimate of ϕss;s becomes more stable (it can also be due to the aftershock effect mentioned previously). Figure 10 illustrates a histogram of ϕss;s for varying values of N. Observe that the distribution of ϕss;s values becomes narrower as the number of records increase. Statistical tests for the shape of the distribution of ϕss;s cannot reject the null hypotheses of normality or log normality. In considerations of the issues discussed in the paragraphs above, the proposal to include an epistemic uncertainty in ϕss;s is to assume that the selected value for nonergodic PSHA has a normal or log-normal distribution with a stan-



Figure 9. Standard deviation of ϕss;s normalized by ϕss for synthetic data (solid line) and for the data presented in this study. The synthetic data corresponds to 32 stations, each with the same number of records per site. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition. dard deviation given by the values for N ≥ 20 in Table 7. Although this value is likely an overestimate due to statistical uncertainty (Fig. 9), a better estimate is not possible in the absence of additional data.



Conclusions We have presented various models for the event-corrected single-station standard deviation, also called the single-station phi (ϕss ). The model is developed using data from California, Japan, Switzerland, Taiwan, and Turkey. An estimate of single-station standard deviation for use in PSHA analyses can be obtained by combining the proposed values of ϕss with between-event standard deviations τ. From the data used in this study it is not possible to obtain good estimates of τ because of the strict criteria imposed on number of records per site. Better estimates of τ can be obtained from properly constrained GMPEs. The most important conclusions from this study are as follows: 1. The values of single-station phi are relatively constant across different regions, and even across different tectonic



Table 7 Mean and Standard Deviation of ϕss;s for Different Values of the Minimum Number of Records Per Station, N N ≥ 10



N ≥ 15



N ≥ 20



Stations



Mean



Standard Deviation



Stations



Mean



Standard Deviation



Stations



326 316 50 326 316 326 245



0.44 0.45 0.52 0.47 0.47 0.43 0.42



0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.08



133 133 13 133 133 133 89



0.44 0.45 0.56 0.47 0.46 0.43 0.41



0.08 0.08 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.07



32 32 5 32 32 32 16



Period (s)



Mean



Standard Deviation



PGA 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 3



0.43 0.45 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.44 0.41



0.10 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10



All records with M ≥ 4:5 and Rrup ≤ 200 km are used.
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Figure 10. Histograms of ϕss;s for different values of the minimum number of records per station (N for PGA). The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition. environments. The uniformity of values obtained in this study and those from other published values is also striking. This similarity is not as strong for single-station sigma and is nonexistent for ergodic values of withinevent standard deviation (ϕ). This indicates that site-



to-site variability varies significantly from region to region. A constant value of ϕss equal to 0.45 fits well across all oscillator periods. 2. Single-station phi has nearly no dependency on V S30 . However, our results show significant variations of



Table 8 Mean, Maximum, and Minimum Values of ϕss;s for Different Values of the Minimum Number of Records Per Station, N N ≥ 10



N ≥ 15



N ≥ 20



Period (s)



Mean



Minimum



Maximum



Mean



Minimum



Maximum



Mean



Minimum



Maximum



PGA 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 3



0.43 0.45 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.44 0.41



0.20 0.21 0.25 0.19 0.17 0.19 0.17



0.86 0.85 0.79 0.87 0.98 0.93 0.89



0.44 0.45 0.52 0.47 0.47 0.43 0.42



0.23 0.22 0.37 0.27 0.25 0.27 0.25



0.69 0.77 0.65 0.73 0.70 0.66 0.68



0.44 0.45 0.56 0.47 0.46 0.43 0.41



0.28 0.25 0.37 0.31 0.31 0.27 0.30



0.63 0.67 0.65 0.63 0.61 0.60 0.54



All records with M ≥ 4:5 and Rrup ≤ 200 km are used.
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single-station phi from one station to another that may be explained by azimuthal dependencies of path or site effects. 3. Single-station phi shows marked magnitude and distance dependency. The magnitude dependency mimics the magnitude dependency observed in heteroskedastic GMPEs. The distance dependency points to a larger ϕss at shorter distances; however, there is less data in this distance range. In addition, the observed distance dependency can be due to poorly constrained metadata. 4. The proposed models for ϕss are good estimates of the mean value of the site-specific ϕss;s for use in PSHA. However, the use of single-station standard deviation in PSHA is possible only if the following conditions are satisfied: a. the site term (δS2Ss ) is measured or estimated, along with its corresponding epistemic uncertainty, and b. the epistemic uncertainty of ϕss;s is accounted for. Our results suggest that this epistemic uncertainty may be described by a normal (or log-normal) distribution with a standard deviation given by the value for N ≥ 20 in Table 7 (about 0.08 in natural log units). The use of single-station standard deviation is important when the uncertainty in the estimate (or measurement) of the site term is already accounted for. To not use single-station standard deviation in these cases is akin to double-counting uncertainty, leading to inflated hazard estimates. The lack of regional variability in single-station phi implies that the proposed models for ϕss can be applied to hazard estimates independently of where these studies are being conducted.



Data and Resources The KiK-net strong-motions used in this study were provided by National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED) at www.kik.bosai.go.jp (last accessed July 2012). Swiss data used in this study are available via ARCLINK at http://arclink.ethz.ch/ (last accessed January 2013). The Turkish ground motions are obtained from the website http://daphne.deprem.gov.tr/ (last accessed January 2013), operated and maintained by the Earthquake Division of the Turkish Disaster and Emergency Management Agency. The Taiwanese strong-motion data used in this study were provided by the Central Weather Bureau, Taiwan (R.O.C) via the Geophysical Database Management System, found at http://gdms.cwb.gov.tw (last accessed April 2011).
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